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This war is being fought by extorting billions from the taxpayers and 
by bribing Muslims. Billions have been spent in preventing unattempted 
attacks. The Department Of Homeland Security has squandered their 
billions to justify meaningless security measures.  

Many have said that all the threats passed on by the DHS have 
only been "wolf crying". The response has always been that the wolf is 
out there, just waiting until our guard is down and we stop filling the 
pockets of DHS frauds.  

But the sorry truth is that America is totally vulnerable because of 
the millions of potentially hostile Muslims let in here by our ignorant 
politicians. It is only because of bribing their leaders that they haven't 
struck nationwide.  

Unlike most Americans, Muslims have little initiative. They only do 
what they are put up to. Even the shoe-bomber had his bomb made for 
him and was put up to it. But any Muslim leader could send his 
operatives out to cause the crippling of our economy, and at no risk to 
himself or even his flunkies.  

Say, for instance, Ahmed sent ten Muslims to ten different Wal-
Marts nationwide. Each would have a two liter pop bottle of gasoline 
with detonator as described in "Clarence And The Gay Martians". The 
bottles would be put in the soft drink section and would explode in about 
thirty seconds. The ten Muslims would have synchronized their watches 
and, at the same time of day, ten Wal-Marts would be horribly fire-
bombed. Within an hour, every Wal-Mart would be emptied and closed, 
even if there were no fatalities. Maybe they would never reopen, since 
there could be no defense against such attacks.  

Ten suicide bombers could be sent to board planes with disguised 
bombs in their carry-on luggage. Due to incompetence, five would be 
caught but five planes would go down. And what of explosives with 
timers sent as unchecked cargo?  

Perhaps ten others would board planes, each carrying several PVC 
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tubing match-head bomblets, undetectable but powerful, their 
shrapnel tearing through strong industrial screen as if it were not there. 
These are shown in my VTS CD-ROM. A Muslim would go into the 
John, quickly light several, and then throw them among the passengers. 
He would probably be lynched by the passengers, but the airlines would 
be out of business, since there is no defense against such weaponry.  

An examination of my bomb component recognition CD-ROM 
should convince anyone that there is simply no protection against most 
improvised destructive devices. Muslims don't need hijacked planes or 
vehicle bombs. Tactics geared to destroy our economy are more sure of 
success. So why haven't the Muslims carried out their threats to destroy 
"The Great Satan"?  

As much as I despise Muslims, I know that among the billion, three 
hundred million, plus Muslims, there must be hundreds just as 
knowledgeable about improvised weaponry and destructive devices as 
am I.  

Most people think Islam is a religion. It's not. It's a system of mind-
control run by their clergy who determine what knowledge a believer can 
be trusted with. So some are permitted the knowledge to deal with the 
real world.  

Today, the part of the real world most important to Muslims is 
money, and how to extort it for their cause. The clergy and their 
favorites gear their lives to getting money. Saddam used his revenues 
from oil and his other scams to pay off his cronies and all those loyal to 
him or a potential threat but useful. It's the same with the Saudi royal 
family who pay off the radicals who would otherwise overthrow them.  

Of course, you find the same lust for money among our own 
leadership. During the Vietnam war our government traded 59,000 
American lives for defense contracts.  

9/11 was a surprise, but a stroke of luck to Dick Cheney and 
George Bush, both multi-millionaires who have never missed a meal or 
worked for one. Both of them see our soldiers only as expendable dollar 
signs.  

Afghanistan was a money-maker for a while. But when the cash-
flow, began to dwindle, Iraq looked like a real bonanza, and it has been, 
as the taxpayers have routed billions into defense contracts, just like in 
Vietnam.  
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Also, more billions went into payoffs of Saddam's old cronies and 
the present Muslim clergy. Even so, little of the eighty-seven billion will 
trickle down for actual rebuilding. It will hardly afford the ammo 
dissidents use to kill Americans and for wedding celebrations.  

You must realize that the Muslims here can destroy our system at 
any time. I don't know when it will happen. But as soon as some Muslim 
chief feels slighted or under-bribed or when the money runs out, Wal-
Mart will close, planes will go down, subway cars will fill with corpses 
and our country will enter a depression which will make the Great 
Depression seem like boom-times.  

So I advise you to set aside your grade-school patriotism and know 
that our system, our government, our corporations, have become like a 
super mafia, run on bribery and corruption.  

Your only chance to defend and maintain your territory is to collect 
practical knowledge. Our CD-ROM Super Sale has been reinstated with 
the addition of our bomb component recognition CD-ROM, a $455 value, 
for only $100 postpaid. Order while the sale lasts or consider converting 
to Islam. Click here for ordering details. 
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